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Effective boundary conditions for magnetohydrodynamic flows
with thin Hartmann layers
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Here we build some effective boundary conditions to be used in numerical calculations in order to
avoid the thin meshing usually required in problems involving Hartmann layers near a locally plane
wall. Wall models are provided for both tangential and normal electric current density and velocity.
In particular, a condition on the normal derivative of the tangential velocity is derived. A wide
variety of problems is covered as the only restriction is that the magnetic Reynolds number has to
be small at the scale of the Hartmann layer. The cases of perfectly conducting or insulating wall are
examined, as well as the case of a thin conducting wall. The newest result is a condition on the
normal velocity accounting for inertial effects in the Hartmann layer. ©2002 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1423287#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The flow of an electroconducting fluid near a wall tran
verse to a magnetic field produces a specific boundary la
the Hartmann layer, resulting from the balance between
Lorentz and the viscous force. This layer is generally v
thin, which is problematic for a direct numerical resolutio
of the magnetohydrodynamic equations. The Hartmann la
thickness scales as the inverse of the magnetic field com
nent orthogonal to the wall. Strong magnetic fields theref
dramatically reduce the layer thickness, to typically a f
hundredths of mm in a liquid metal in a magnetic field of o
Tesla, so that a very fine numerical mesh would be requ
for a direct computation. An insufficient resolution cou
spoil the whole computation as in some cases, the outer
locity is controlled by the total electric current passi
through the layer, so an accurate description of the Hartm
layer is essential.

A convective flow in a rectangular elongated cavity
ternatively has been modeled either meshing the laye
using a simple analytical model~using the classical linea
model simply built on the balance between Lorentz and v
cous forces, see for instance Ref. 1!. It was found that 15
meshes within the layer were required in order to hav
discrepancy smaller than 10% from the outer velocity co
puted from the analytical model. Mu¨ck et al.2 have also per-
formed accurate numerical simulations using such a sim
model. Similar difficulties would arise in many exampl
such as lithium blankets designed for nuclear fus
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reactors,3 where a liquid metal must evacuate heat under
strong transverse magnetic field used to confine the plas
or in electromagnetic steerers where liquid steel is driven
a sliding magnetic field between transverse plates. Note
nally the applications to the Earth liquid metal core, whe
we expect Hartmann layers with thickness less than
meter to occur at the contact with the mantle or with t
solid metal inner core.

We propose here as an alternative approach to use
analytical model of the Hartmann layer, and to deduce eff
tive boundary conditions for the core flow. Many previo
works use a similar asymptotic approach, leading to
coupled analytical description of the core flow and bound
layers. Such fully analytical solutions are however genera
limited to linear problems, e.g., Hunt and Shercliff4 for duct
flows, Walker5 for convection. A two-dimensional evolution
equation for a 2D core flow relying on a similar idea
proposed in Ref. 6. Pothe´rat et al.7 extended such effective
2D models to the case of moderate magnetic fields, tak
into account recirculating secondary flows in the Hartma
layer. Here, we consider again the same effects, but with
goal of extracting an effective boundary condition for t
core flow, without any assumption on its dynamics~it is not
necessarily described as a two-dimensional flow!.

Our approach here is quite general, with possibly no
uniform or time varying magnetic fields and various wa
electric conditions, as presented in Sec. II. We use a syst
atic expansion for the Hartmann layer valid for large ma
netic fields, and the matching with the core provides
requested effective boundary conditions. The zero order c
sical Hartmann layer is recalled in Sec. III, and effecti
boundary conditions are deduced. It is shown that in ma
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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cases, one can just forget the Hartmann layer and allow
fluid to slip on the wall.

However this is not always sufficient, in particular in th
case of insulating walls. Thus the electric current sheet g
erated in the Hartmann layer transmits a friction effect in
core. This is taken into account by an effective condition
the normal current density. Similarly a normal velocity
generated in the Hartmann layer, due to the recircula
flows induced by inertial effects. This appears as a hig
order correction on the Hartmann layer, derived in Sec. IV
the case of Coriolis effects, these effects are modified as
Hartmann layer is transformed into Hartmann–Ekman lay
as discussed in Sec. V.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

Let us consider an incompressible fluid with densityr,
kinematic viscosityn, conductivity s in a magnetic field
B(x,t) possibly depending on timet, and position vectorx.
All variables are nondimensional, using a typical magne
field valueB0 , a velocityU, a scalea of the fluid domain.
The time is normalized by the advective time scalea/U. The
dynamics then depend on three nondimensional parame
the Hartmann number Ha, the interaction parameterN, and
the magnetic Reynolds number Rm,

Ha5S sB0
2

r

a2

n
D 1/2

, N5
sB0

2

r

a

U
, Rm5msUa. ~1!

The Hartmann number and interaction parameter comp
the electromagnetic forces, respectively, to viscosity and
ertia. Note that the hydrodynamic Reynolds number Re
be expressed as Re5Ha2/N, while the magnetic Reynold
number Rm compares advection and diffusion of the m
netic field.

The nondimensional velocity fieldu satisfies the
Navier–Stokes equations,

] tu1u"¹u5
1

Re
Du1Nj3B2N¹p, ~2!

¹"u50, ~3!

with an electromagnetic force proportional to the curre
densityj , normalized by its estimatesUB0 . The pressurep
has been normalized by its estimateNrU0

2, corresponding to
a balance between pressure and electromagnetic forces
electric current and magnetic field satisfy Ohm’s Law a
the equations of magnetic induction, in nondimensio
form,

j5E1u3B, ~4!

¹3E52] tB, ~5!

¹3B5Rm j , ~6!

¹"B50. ~7!

Note that taking the curl of Ohm’s Law~4! and using~5!, we
get

¹3 j52] tB2u•¹B1B"¹u. ~8!
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The boundary condition for the velocity is the classical n
slip condition,

u50. ~9!

For the magnetic field, there is a condition of continu
with the outside of the normal componentB"n (n is the
normal to the wall!. There is also a condition on the tange
tial components ofB, related to the electrical boundary con
ditions by the induction law~6!. Denoting jW the current
density at the wall, the tangential projection of the magne
field is determined from the normal currentjW"n on the
whole boundary, while the normal derivative of this tange
tial magnetic field is proportional to the tangential projecti
of jW. We shall consider four cases:

~1! Insulating walls,jW"n50;
~2! electrodes controlling the injected currentjW"n5 j I is

given;
~3! perfectly conducting wallsjWi50;
~4! thin conducting walls, with conductance(Wsa ~so

that(W is nondimensional!. Then the tangential electric field
Ei , which is continuous at the boundary, is proportional
the surface current densityJW along the wall shell,Ei

5JW /(W . The current conservation in this shell yield
¹ i•JW5 j I2 j Wz, where j I is a current density possibly in
jected on the shell by electrodes from outside. Then, us
Ohm’s Law ~4! at the wall, withu50, we get the electric
boundary condition,

¹i•~(WjWi!1 jW•n5 j I , ~10!

which in fact covers the four cases. The case of insulat
walls or imposed normal current is obtained with(W50 and
the case of perfectly conducting walls with(W→`.

Near the walls with nonzero transverse magnetic fi
B"n, a Hartmann boundary layer occurs. It is dominated b
balance between the electromagnetic force, pressure f
and viscosity@the three terms on the right-hand side of~2!#.
The thickness of this layer is ina(Ha B•n)21, which we
suppose to be much smaller thana. This is verified in most
cases of interest. We furthermore assume that the magn
field variationdB across this layer is small,dB!B. Then the
magnetic field can be assumed given when the dynamic
the boundary layer is studied. This is satisfied when the m
netic Reynolds number at the scale of the Hartmann laye
small, Rm/Ha!1, a condition which is in practice alway
verified, even if Rm is large. In some engineering applic
tions ~e.g., in induction pumps!, a magnetic field oscillation
is externally imposed with frequencyf. Then our analysis
applies if the skin depth (ms f )21/2 remains larger than the
Hartmann layer thicknessa(Ha B"n)21, so that again the
magnetic field can be considered as uniform across the H
mann layer.

Inertial effects are assumed small in the Hartmann lay
which is satisfied for high interaction parametersN. We shall
consider the perturbative effects of inertia, resulting in rec
culation effects, so our analysis extends in reality for valu
of N close to unity. In summary our analysis applies whe

Ha B•n@1, N@1,
Rm

Ha
!1, f !

Ha2

msa2
. ~11!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. Geometric configuration.
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Furthermore we shall assume that the curvature ra
of the walls is large with respect to the thickne
aB0(Ha B•n)21 of the Hartmann layer, so that the latter c
be assumed locally plane~see Fig. 1 for global picture!.

In addition we shall separately discuss the case w
strong Coriolis force, as relevant in a planetary liquid me
core. Then Hartmann–Ekman layers are obtained instea
Hartmann layers.

III. THE HARTMANN LAYER

A. The equation of motion in the Hartmann layer

In the Hartmann boundary layer, the normal derivat
dominates the tangential ones. We choose an orthono
reference frame (ex ,ey ,ez), whereez is the unit vector nor-
mal to the wall, and the origin is chosen so that the w
corresponds to the surfacez50. We define the stretched non
dimensional coordinatej5Ha z, which remains of order one
in the Hartmann layer, and denote the fields by the su
script (ˆ ), to specify that they are functions of this stretch
coordinate.

We assume that the wall curvature is sufficiently sm
so that the Hartmann layer can be calculated with the Ca
sian coordinates (x,y,j), where the origin ofj is at the wall.
In further discussions, vectors belonging to the plane of
wall are referred as tangential whereas vectors orthogon
the wall are called normal.

The velocityu is then decomposed in its tangential pr
jection, denotedui , and normal component, denotedw.

With these conventions, the continuity Eq.~3! rewrites

2
1

Ha
¹i•ûi5]jŵ, ~12!

so that the normal velocityŵ is of order 1/Ha.
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The tangential projection of the Navier–Stokes equat
yields

1

N
@~] t1û•¹i1Ha ŵ]j!ûi#2

1

Ha2
D iû

52¹ip̂1]jj
2 ûi1Bzĵ 3ez1 ĵ zez3Bi . ~13!

The normal component of the Navier–Stokes equat
yields, to an excellent approximation a balance between
mal pressure and electromagnetic force, namely,

O~N21 Ha21!52]zp1 ĵ i3Bi . ~14!

The electric current conservation writes

2
1

Ha
¹i• ĵ i5]j ĵ z . ~15!

The curl of Ohm’s Law~8! is written in terms of the
stretched variable as

1

HaF ~ez3¹i! ĵ z2
d

dt
Bi1~Bi•¹!ûiG5ez3]j ĵ i2Bz]jûi ,

~16!

whered/dt[] t1û.¹i is the advection operator.
The Hartmann layer solution is supposed to match

core solution of the motion equation. The latter differs fro
the Hartmann layer solution by its typical normal lengt
scale which isO(1) and to which the normal coordinatez
normalized bya is associated. Then, the core solution do
not satisfy the boundary condition at the wall. Moreover, t
validity domain of the boundary layer solution does not e
tend to the core, so that the matching of the two solutions
to occur at an intermediate scalez(Ha21), possibly depend-
ing on Ha, satisfying8

Ha21!z~Ha21!!1. ~17!
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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We shall here denote the functions of the core coordin
z by the superscript (̌), to distinguish them from the func
tions of the stretched coordinatej. Matching the core solu-
tion to the boundary solution at the intermediate scale
achieved by the asymptotic condition for any quantityg,

lim
Ha21→0
zz fixed

ǧ~zzz!2ĝ~Ha zzz!50 ~18!

for an appropriate intermediate scalez(Ha21) and for any
value of the argumentzz . When the functionĝ decays ex-
ponentially to a constant, we can just replace~18! by the
simpler condition

lim
z→0

ǧ~z!5 lim
j→`

ĝ~j!. ~19!

However, we shall find that some perturbative terms,
order N21 or Ha21 for instance, increase withj, so that
lim

j→`
ĝ(j)5` and the more general condition~18! must

be used instead of~19!.

B. The classical Hartmann layer

The zero order equations are given by neglecting
terms in 1/N and 1/Ha in~12!, ~13!, ~15!, and~16!; we only
keep the right-hand terms, of order unity. Taking into acco
the no slip condition at the wall,~12! and ~15! yield

ŵ50, ĵ z5 ĵ Wz. ~20!

By continuity with the core, this gives the effective co
ditions w̄(0)50 and ǰ z505 j W, which just reproduce the
wall conditions, as expected across the thin Hartmann la

Using~20!, ~13!, and~16! are simplified. Integrating~16!
with condition ĵ i(0)5 jWi yields a relation between the tan
gential current density and velocity,

ĵ i~j!5 jWi2Bz~ez3ûi!, ~21!

which just expresses Ohm’s Law~4! with a constant tangen
tial electric field across the Hartmann layer. Eliminating t
current density with~13! yields an equation forûi(j). The
latter can be solved using the no-slip condition~9! for the
tangential velocity and the matching condition~18!, which at
zero order simplifies in lim

z→0
ǔ(z)5 lim

j→`
û(j), so that

finally we get the classical Hartmann velocity and curre
density Hartmann profiles,

ûi~j!5ǔi~0!@12e2Bzj#, ~22a!

ĵ i~j!5 jWi1Bzǔi~0!3ez@12e2Bzj#. ~22b!

The matching with the core yields the conditions

ǔi~0!5Bz
21jWi3ez2Bz

22 j WzBi3ez2Bz
22¹ip, ~23!

ǰ i~0!5 jWi1Bzǔi~0!3ez . ~24!

By eliminating jWi in these two relations, and using th

matching ǰ z(0)5 j Wz, we get

Bzǰ i~0!2Bi~0! ǰ z~0!1¹ip3ez5O~N21!. ~25!
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This relation just expresses the balance, in tangential pro
tion, between the electromagnetic forcej3B and the pres-
sure force.

C. Effective boundary conditions for the core

We get effective boundary conditions for the core az
→0 by matching these results on Hartmann layer forj
→`, or more precisely using condition~18!.

First, the impermeability conditionw50 is just trans-
mitted to the core boundary thanks to~20!. We need two
additional effective boundary conditions, one condition f
the current, and one hydrodynamic condition in order to
place the no-slip wall condition. These are provided by
continuity of j z and the two relations~24! and ~25!.

In the case of a fixed injected current densityj Wz, for
instance with insulating walls, this condition onj Wz is just
transmitted to the core boundary like the normal veloc
This allows us to solve the equations for the magnetic fi
and electric current, providingǰ i near the boundary. Then
~25! provides the required hydrodynamic condition, in term
of pressure. In some cases the typical pressure effects a
order N21, so this condition is no more effective, and th
case will be discussed below. The additional relation~24! is
not needed for the effective boundary conditions: it just d
termines the wall tangential current densityjWi .

In the case of a perfectly conducting wall,jWi50, then
~24! and ~25! provide relationships betweenǰ i(0), ǰ z(0),
pressure gradient and velocity.

In the case of a thin wall, combining the divergence
~24! and ~10! gives

¹ i•@(WBz~ ǔi~0!3ez!#5~ ǰ z~0!2 j̇ I !1¹ i•@(Wǰ i~0!#,
~26!

which has to be used in combination with the hydrodynam
condition ~25!.

As already noticed, this condition is only relevant if th
pressure effects are of order unity. When they are not
posed from the outside, like in ducts, pressure gradie
rather tend to scale asrU2, or N21 in nondimensional units,
so that~25! does not provide any hydrodynamic condition.
just states that the current is nearly aligned with the magn
field, so that the electromagnetic forcej3B is weaker~by a
factor at leastN) than expected from direct dimension
analysis. The effective hydrodynamic condition can be o
tained in all cases from the curl of Ohm’s Law~8! at z50,

]zûi2Bz
21~ui•¹i!B̌i1Bz

21~Bi•¹i!ǔi

52Bz
21@~ez3¹i! ǰ z2] tBi1Bz

21]zǰ3ez#. ~27!

The normal derivative]zǰ (0) can be expressed as a fun
tion of the current density and the magnetic field by diffe
entiating the Navier–Stokes equation in the core at lead
order~23!, with respect toz. In addition, the pressure can b
eliminated using~14!, the vertical component of the Navier
Stokes equation in the core. Then~27! becomes
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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]zǔi52Bz
21F ~ez3¹i! ǰ z2

d

dt
Bi1~Bi•¹!ǔi

1]zǰ i~0!3ez

G , ~28!

where]zǰ i(0)3ez is obtained from the solution of the syste
formed with~25! and~14!; an alternate way to obtain a con
dition on]zûi(0). This relation relates an effective bounda
condition on velocity to the boundary condition for the ele
tric current. In the case of a magnetic field normal to t
wall, Bi50, it reduces to

]zǔi
~0!52Bz

21~ez3¹i! j zW
~0! ~29!

and ]zûi50 for an insulating wall. Note that this effectiv
boundary condition has been already derived by Somm
and Moreau6 to justify the two-dimensional dynamics of tu
bulence observed in duct flows with insulating walls a
transverse magnetic field. When an electric current is
jected through electrodes at the boundary, a normal she
introduced as indicated by~29!. This corresponds to the ex
istence of a shear layer parallel to the magnetic field, pro
gating from the electrode along magnetic field lines into
core flow.

Up to now, the effective boundary conditions could
obtained without explicit calculation of the Hartmann lay
We could have just used the impermeability condition
velocity and continuity of the normal current density, wh
keeping free the tangential projections of the velocity a
current. However the previous results do not account for
phenomenon of Hartmann friction, which is important for
uniform transverse magnetic field and insulating walls. T
effect is due to the closing in the core of electric curre
sheets generated in the Hartmann layer. With our approa
appears as a next order term in the normal currentj z , as
derived systematically in Appendix A.2. We can find the
sult more intuitively by noticing that the Hartmann lay
contains a current sheet with surface density*0

1`@ ĵ i(j8)
2 ǰ i(0)#dj8. Then the current conservation is accounted
an additional normal current,

ǰ z~0!52
1

Ha
¹i•E

0

1`

@ ĵ i~j8!2 ǰ i~0!#dj8, ~30!

which, applied to~22b!, yields

ǰ z5 j zW1
1

Ha
¹i3ǔ~0!. ~31!

This corresponds to the well-known result according
which the normal current induced outside a Hartmann la
is proportional to the vorticity outside the layer.

IV. FLOW RATE OUT OF THE HARTMANN LAYER

The effective condition of zero normal velocity is val
only at zero order. In reality a small normal velocity can
induced by the Hartmann layer and this may be important
the convective transport of heat or chemicals at the w
This normal velocity is obtained from the divergence of t
total tangential flow rate within the Hartmann layer, as
the current~30!,
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w̌~0!52
1

Ha
¹i•E

0

1`

@ ûi~j8!2ǔi~0!#dj8. ~32!

Plugging ~22a! into ~32! yields the normal velocity re-
lated to the classical Hartmann layer profile,

w̌~0!5¹i•~ ǔi~0!Bz
21!. ~33!

This velocity just represents the flow over a weak topo
raphy with heightaB0Bz

21/Ha ~in real units!, which corre-
sponds to the thickness of the Hartmann layer. Indeed th
zone of stagnant fluid and the core flow has to move aro
it. When following a fluid particle in its tangential motio
near the wall, this normal motion is reversible and does
provide normal transport of matter.

The true transport is obtained at next order by perturb
the Hartmann layer basic profile with terms inN21. These
effects are significant in practice for small hydrodynam
scales~see Ref. 7! over which the magnetic field is uniform
which simplifies calculations. Then the velocity profile in th
Hartmann layer is perturbed by the inertial terms expres
with the basic profile of the tangential velocity~22a!. At this
order, the tangential velocity profiles becomes~see Appendix
B!

ûi~j!5@ ǔi~0!2Bz
22~ 4

9Bz
21s12 1

3s0!e2Bzj#~12e2Bzj!

1Bz
22je2BzjF 1

3s12r0

Bz

2
2 1

4r1~11Bzj!G , ~34!

ǔi~0!5Bz
22F2¹ip1Bzj iW3ez2 j WBi3ez2

1

N

dǔi

dt
G ,

~35a!

r052] tǔi22~ ǔi•¹i!ǔi , ~35b!

r152@ ǔi•¹iBz#ǔi1ǔi] tBz , ~35c!

s05~ ǔi•¹i!ǔi , ~35d!

s152@ ǔi•¹iBz#ǔi . ~35e!

The condition~35a! replaces~23!.
The corresponding normal velocity is obtained by t

mass conservation law~32!, which yields

w̌~0!5Bz
21¹iǔ~0!1

Bz
24

Ha N
¹i

.FBz

2
] tǔ~0!2

5

6
~ ǔ•¹i!ǔ2

Bz

6
ǔ] tBzG . ~36!

In the case of a steady uniform magnetic field, the e
pression of the normal velocity simplifies

w̌~0!52Ha21 N21Bz
22¹i•F5Bz

6
@ ǔ•¹i#ǔG

1Oi 1 j 53~N2 i Ha2 j !. ~37!

This expression is almost the same as the one found in
7 in the case of a flow between two transverse plates. H
ever, in this latter configuration, the quasi two dimensiona
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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of the core allows to consider¹i•ǔ(0).0 at the leading or-
der. Then, the vertical velocity at the edge of the Hartma
layer is exclusively the consequence of inertial effects aris
in the Hartmann layer. If the flow is axisymmetric as unde
big vortex,~37! simply expresses the secondary flow due
the Ekman recirculation.

V. THE HARTMANN–EKMAN LAYERS

If the motion is described in a frame of reference whi
is in rotation around an axis perpendicular to the wall~speed
V!, a Coriolis force appears in the right-hand side of~13!.
We shall write it A21ui3ez using nondimensional coordi
nates, whereA5sB2/2rV is the Elsasser number. Assumin
that the magnetic field is permanent and orthogonal to
wall (Bz51) and neglecting the other inertial terms allow
us to find an expression for the vertical velocity as in9

ûi~j!5ǔi~z50!~12e2cj cosbj!2
1

bc
@A21ez3ûi~z50!

1~11c22b2!ûi~z50!#e2cj sin bj, ~38!

ǔ'~z50!5
1

11A22
@@ jWi2A21¹ip̂#3ez2 jWi2A21¹ip̂#,

~39!

where c52(11A22)1/4 cos@ 1
2 arctanA21# and b52(1

1A22)1/4 sin@ 1
2 arctanA21#. As condition~24! is still valid,

the discussion on the effective electric boundary condit
still applies, replacing~23! with ~39!.

The normal velocity associated with this profile has t
same expression as for a classical Ekman layer but, wi
thickness modified by the magnetic field,

ŵ~0!5Ha21@~11A22!2~1/2!¹i3ǔi~z50!2¹i .ǔi~z50!#.
~40!

This result is not surprising since at the edge of Ha
mann layers, the normal velocity occurs either because o
additional effect~such as inertial! or because¹i•ǔ'(z50)
Þ0. Therefore, the normal velocity in Hartmann–Ekm
layers only arises because of the Ekman spiral term inez

3ûi as in Ekman layers.
The same remark applies for the electric current den

except that it results from the Hartmann behavior of
layer,

ǰ z~0!5 j Wz2Ha21@¹i3ǔi~z50!

2~11A22!2~1/2!¹i•ǔi~z50!#. ~41!

These results are equivalent to~36! and ~31! with a modifi-
cation factor for~40!, due to the fact that inertia is treated
a perturbation in~36!.
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VI. CONCLUSION

We have obtained effective boundary conditions for t
core in the parameter regime~11!, which is quite commonly
reached in magnetohydrodynamics.

The impermeability condition at the wall is reproduce
to a good precision as an effective condition for the wall.
small normal velocity does however exist. First, the Ha
mann layer is a stagnant zone, and inhomogeneities o
thickness result in a ‘‘topography’’ effect~33! for the core
flow. More importantly, a pumping flow~37! is driven by
weak recirculating flows arising as perturbative effects in
Hartmann layers. A pumping effect also occurs
Hartmann–Ekman boundary layers obtained in the prese
of Coriolis force.

An important point is that if the magnetic field has
tangential component or if the wall is conducting, the no-s
condition is replaced by a condition~28! on the normal shear

The electric boundary condition provides a normal c
rent ~31!. The closing of this current in the core is respo
sible for the Hartmann friction effects which are importa
when the tangential electric current density is weak in
core. The latter case is relevant when the field is homo
neous and normal to an insulating wall. In this case, the c
flow is quasi-2D. But when the wall is not insulating or whe
the magnetic field has a tangential component, strong ele
current are passed to the core and the Hartmann layer i
more active. If the wall is not insulating, the normal elect
current injected in the core has almost the same value as
electric current at the wall and the condition for the tange
tial velocity ~28! indicates that the core is three-dimension
at the edge of the Hartmann layer. The effective conditio
for the electric current are then deduced from~25! and~10!.
A tangential component of the magnetic field also results i
nonzero derivative of the tangential velocity and in stro
electric current injected in the core which is also expres
by conditions~25! and ~23!.

APPENDIX A: FULL MATCHING METHOD

1. Expansion in Ha À1 and NÀ1

We are interested in the limit Ha@1 andN@1 so that
each quantity is developed in terms of these two small
rameters,

g5g~0!1g~1,0!
1

N
1g~0,1!

1

Ha
1g~1,1!

1

Ha N
1¯. ~A1!

Following Ref. 10, the matching condition at order (i , j )
requires that there exists (K,L,k,l )PN4 and an intermediate
scalez(Ha21) satisfying~17! such that
lim
Ha21→0
zhfixed

(n150
K (n250

L ǧ~n1 ,n2!~zzz!N
2n1 Ha2n22(n150

k (n250
l ĝ~n1 ,n2!~zzz Ha!N2n1 Ha2n2

N2 i Ha2 j
50.

~A2!
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2. Effective normal velocity and current sheet

The divergence of the flow sheetû(0)(j) integrated over
the Hartmann layer yields the vertical velocity at the edge
the layer. To demonstrate this result, let us integrate~12!–
Ha213(12)(z50) between 0 andz(Ha21)zz Ha,

ŵ~j!5
1

Ha E0

zzz Ha

]zw̌~0!dj8

2
1

HaE0

zzz Ha

¹i•@ û~j8!2ǔ~0!#dj8. ~A3!

Assumingz satisfies~17! and using~A3! yields

lim
z→0

zzfixed

ŵ~j!5w̌~0!5 lim
z→0

zzfixed

F zzzw̌~0!2
1

HaE0

zzz /Ha21

¹i

•@ û~j8!2ǔ~0!#dj8G . ~A4!

If û(j8)2ǔ(0) is a polynom of exponential functions
integral and divergence can be interverted in the lim

z→0. Indeed, although*0
zzz /Ha21

¹i•@ û(j8)2ǔ(0)#dj8 and

¹i•*0
zzz /Ha21

@ û(j8)2ǔ(0)#dj8 are not equal to each othe
their difference tends toward 0 in the limitz→0. Finally,
w̌(0) writes

w̌~0!52
1

Ha
¹i•E

0

1`

@ û~j8!2ǔ~0!#dj8. ~A5!

We insist that the limit processes have to be carefu
applied in ~A4! ~in particular an asymptotic expansion
terms ofz has to be performed on the exponential terms
order to reveal the different orders in Ha21). These difficul-
ties could be avoided integrating~12! between 0 andj and
applying~A2! at the considered order but the intuitive res
~32! would not appear.

The same process can be applied to the electric cur
density and it yields

ǰ z~0!52
1

Ha
¹i•E

0

1`

@ ĵ i~j8!2 ǰ i~0!#dj8. ~A6!

APPENDIX B: EFFECTIVE CONDITIONS WITH
INERTIA

We shall now look for the way the effective bounda
conditions are affected by moderate inertial effects. The
ter are taken into account by consideringN21 order of Eqs.
~13! and~16!. Using leading order solutions~22a!, ~20!, and
~22b! to assess inertial terms, the equation forû(1,0) writes
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]jj
2 û~1,0!2Bz

2û~1,0!

5F¹ip~0!1
dǔ~0!

dt
2Bzj iW

~0,1!3ez1 j W
~0,1!Bi3ezG

1e2Bzj@] tu22~ ǔ~0!
•¹!ǔ~0!1Bz

22@ ǔ~0!
•¹iBz#ǔ

~0!

2j@@¹i•ǔ~0!#ǔ~0!2ǔ~0!] tBz##1e22Bzj@~ ǔ~0!
•¹!ǔ~0!

2Bz
22@ ǔ~0!

•¹iBz#ǔ
~0!2jBz

21@ ǔ~0!
•¹iBz#ǔ

~0!#

5@d1~r01r1j!e2Bzj1~s01s1j!e22Bzj#. ~B1!

Using the no-slip condition yields

û~j!5Bz
22@2d~0!1~ 4

9Bz
21s12 1

3s0!e2Bzj#~12e2Bzj!

1Bz
22F1

3
s12r0

Bz

2
2

1

4
r1~11Bzj!Gje2Bzj.

~B2!

Here again, the matching condition~18! simply reduces to
lim

z→0
ǔ(z)5 lim

j→1`
ǔ(j), that is,

ǔ~0!52Bz
22F¹ip2Bzj iW3ez1 j WBi3ez1

1

N

dǔ~0!

dt
G .

~B3!

This condition is equivalent to condition~23!. The tan-
gential current density can be derived from~16!, neglecting
Ha21 terms,

ĵ ~j!52ez3û~j!1 jW . ~B4!

Here again, the matching condition can be reduced t
simple limit process so that it comes finally that~24! is still
valid at orderN21. The same discussion about the effecti
electric conditions as in Sec. III C also applies.

A vertical velocity of orderO(Ha21 N21) can be asso-
ciated with the inertial jet in the Hartmann layer. But if th
field is not uniform, it is negligible compared to the vertic
velocity induced by non uniformity of the field~33!. There-
fore the expression is computed under the assumption]xBz

5]yBz50.
Using the continuity equation in the layer~12! yields the

expression of the normal velocity within the Hartmann lay

ŵ52Bz
21@211e2Bzj1jBz#¹i•~dBz

22!

1Bz
22~12e2Bzj2Bzje2Bzj!¹i•S Bz

22F r0

Bz

2
1

1

4
r1G D

1
Bz

21

2
~12e2Bzj!2¹i•S Bz

22 HaN 1

3
s0D

1
Bz

23

12
@2616e2Bzj16Bzje2Bzj13Bz

2j2e2Bzj

1Bz
3j3#¹i•~Bz

21r1!. ~B5!

The velocity in the core is obtained integrating the ta
gential flow rate across the Hartmann layer thanks to~A2!,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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w̌~0!52Bz
21¹i•ǔ~0!1

Bz
24

Ha N
¹i•F r0

Bz

2
1

1

6
r11

Bz

6
s0G

5Bz
24¹i•FBz

2
] tǔ

~0!~0!2
5

6
~ ǔ~0!

•¹i!ǔ~0!

2
Bz

6
ǔ~0!] tBzG . ~B6!

The latter result is also obtained by direct application
~32!.

A normal current density also results from the curre
conservation~15!, but this vertical current is negligible in
front of ~31!, except in the very particular case of a unifor
field and irrotational outer flow.
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